
 

  

 

 

  

                                                 

 

Infinity Crown Full Zirconia is made from virtually unbreakable, 

biocompatible medical-grade zirconia – the same element used 
to make bulletproof military armor. Because Infinity Crown has 
no porcelain overlay, it is more resistant to chipping, fractures or 
breaking in the mouth. This makes Infinity Crown ideal for 

bruxers and grinders who have broken their natural teeth or 
porcelain restorations in the past. 
 
Dentists have long relied on full-cast gold and porcelain metal 
crowns & bridges for long term durability and strength. With the 
introduction of Infinity Crown the dental industry has moved into 
a new and exciting era. No more chipped porcelain or fractures, 
ground down restorations are now a thing of the past. What’s 
more, when compared side-by-side to full-cast gold and 
porcelain metal crowns. Infinity Crown is the most 

natural-looking choice. 
 

Infinity Crown 
Why it is the right choice 
 

 The Infinity Crown is virtually  

Chip-proof, making it ideal for bruxers 

Who have destroyed other restorations. 

 

 More esthetic than metal and full-cast 

Gold crowns.  

 

 Zirconia has proven Biocompatibility, 

Having been used in medical implants 

 

 

Infinity Crown 
Full ZIRCONIA CROWNS & BRIDGES 

 

High Strength Crown Options 

 

 

Low Price, High Efficiency 

and Good Quality 

 
Quality dental restorations that are reaved about for 

their superior esthetics and fit by the country’s top 

dentists. High volume and high quality, go together like a 

hand in a glove. Monde dental lab streamline outsourced 

operation blends the best of both worlds, with over 

300,000 restorations completed each month. With a 

strong international team of Certified Dental Technicians, 

using only CE and FDA approved materials in the 

production of your restorations, you can be confident on 

our quality and service. Taking care of clients big and 

small with personal touch. 

 

We are very pleased with Monde dental lab, products 

and service. Quick turnaround, excellent fit. 

                            -----Dr. Jeffrey W., PA 

 

Beautiful margins and contacts, crowns insert in under 3 

minutes every time. 

                       ----- Dr. Malcolm W., Ohio 

 

Beautiful crowns with natural esthetics, best choice for 

quality and price. 

                         ---- Dr. Martin M., PA 
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Monde Dental Laboratory 
 
 
 

 Infinity Crowns have the strength of 

metal 

with the esthetics of porcelain. 

 

LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

 

 

Monde Dental Lab 
Toll Free:1- (888) 742-6159 

Email: service@Mondedentallab.com 

 

Toll Free 1-888-742-6159 



 

 

                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

Metal 
 

PORCELAIN FUSED 

TO METAL CROWNS 

Non-Precious $30 
Semi Crown $60 

High Noble (white) $150 
High Noble (yellow) $180 

CaptekTM $120 
Titanium $40 

 
Full Cast Crowns 

 Non Precious $20 
Full Gold Crown S120 
Titanium Crown $70 

 
 

Maryland Bridge $50 
Non Precious Post & Core S10 

Precision Attachments $50 
NP Inlay / Onlay $20 

HN Inlay / Onlay (Yellow) $70 
 

All Ceramic 
 

Empress Crown $70 
Porcelain Veneer $70 

Temporary Acrylic Crown $10 
Porcelain Margin $5 

 

Zirconia Crown (Procera, Lava, 
Cercon) $90 

 

Removables 
 

Implants 
 

Full Denture Set Up $40 
Full Denture Finish $40 
Partial Framework $40 

Partial Denture set up $30 
Partial Denture Finish $30 

Flexible/TCS/Valplast Finish $70 
Partial Removable Complete 

(Framework, Setup, Finish) $80 
Partial Removable Trial 

(Framework, Setup, Try in) $70 
Night Guard $30 

 

Implant Crown $50 
Custom Implant Abutment $185 

 

  Serving the dental industry for 
decades, Monde dental lab has built a 
national reputation for providing 
comprehensive, accurate, and high 
–quality dental laboratory services for 
both private practices and the nation’s 
leading teaching institutions, including 
stackable feldspathic porcelain veneers.. 
Restorations that provide the most 
sophisticated true-to-life esthetics tech- 
nically and artistically possible. 
 
 
   Monde dental lab provides the 
highest level of service to the across the 
country. We know size of your dental 
practice doesn’t Matter, we offer 
beautiful restorations at economical 
prices without sacrificing quality. That is 
the Monde Way. Outstanding customer 
service- our caring staff prides 
themselves on being helpful and 
courteous. Monde dental lab offers one 
of the most extensive product lines in 
the 

 
 

dental laboratory industry. 
Whether it is fixed or removable, no 
cases is to big or small. Monde dental 
lab is equipped to handle the most 
comprehensive analysis, creation, and 
implementation of your dental 
restorations. 

 
 

Monde Dental Lab 

Toll Free 1-888-742-6159 
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Toll Free 1-888-742-6159 


